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Question: 1
Application users report that a query sometimes runs much slower than usual. You suspect that the high
system load is slowing down the query execution
Where can you review the overall system workload when a query is executed?
There are 2 correct answers to this question
Response:
A. kernel trace
B. early watch alert
C. SQL trace
D. SAP Hana studio

Answer: AC
Question: 2
You execute an authorization trace in the SAP HANA studio. Where can you review the outcome?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. In the result screen of the trace configuration.
B. In the indexserver trace diagnosis file.
C. In the authorization dependency viewer.
D. In the monitoring view M_SERVICE_TRACES

Answer: B
Question: 3
In the SAP HANA studio, in which tab can you find information about the performance of queries?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Alerts
B. Diagnosis Files
C. System Information
D. Trace Configuration

Answer: B
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Question: 4
What services must be configured and running on the SAP Hana server to monitor the SAP Hana
instance in SAP Solution manager?
There are 2 correct answers to this question
Response:
A. preprocessor service
B. SAP SMD agent
C. SAP host agent
D. compile service

Answer: BC
Question: 5
What information is shown on the overview tab of the administration console in the SAP Hana studio?
There are 3 correct answers to this question
Response:
A. operational status
B. Linux kernel version
C. system parameters
D. distributed system
E. memory usage of the services

Answer: ABD
Question: 6
What does the save point process in SAP HANA do?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. It synchronizes changed data to the disaster recovery system.
B. It frees up memory by saving non-active data to disk.
C. It saves changed data to disk at regular intervals.
D. It saves changed data to disk when transactions are committed.

Answer: C
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Question: 7
Which of the following are benefits of using the database migration option(DMO) procedure of the
software update manager during migration to SAP Hana?
There are 2 correct answers to this question
Response:
A. a system of any source release can be upgraded and migrated in a single step
B. the shadow kernel runs on the target SAP Hana database host
C. in-place migration keeps the application server and system ID stable
D. the original database is kept and can be reactivated as a fallback

Answer: CD
Question: 8
Which operating system commands show the SAP HANA processes?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. HDB proc
B. HDB version
C. HDB admin
D. HDB info

Answer: AD
Question: 9
What privileges can you manage with the SAP HANA Live authorization assistant?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Analytical
B. Application
C. System
D. Object

Answer: AD
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Question: 10
Which privilege required to configure kernel profile?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. SAP_INTERNAL HANA_SUPPORT
B. Data admin
C. Trace admin
D. INIFILE admin

Answer: A
Question: 11
When does SAP recommend that you execute the first system backup?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. After completing the post-installation steps
B. After the first data load
C. After a complete load of master data
D. Before updating the system

Answer: A
Question: 12
In SAP HANA supports recovery measures from failures, which of the following options are not valid for
disaster recovery support?
There are 2 correct answers to this question
Response:
A. Backups
B. Storage replication
C. Service auto-restart
D. Host auto-failover

Answer: AB
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